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List of invited talks 
The papers indicated with a * are included in this volume. 
* BAKER, C.T.H. and DERAKHSHAM, MS., FFT techniques in the numerical solution of 
convolution equations. 
* CROUZEIX, M., On multistep approximation of semigroups in Banach spaces. 
* HADJIDIMOS, A., A survey of iterative methods for the solution of linear systems by 
extrapolation, relaxation and other techniques. 
OLIGER, J., Identification and utilization of parallelism for computations in mathematical 
physics. 
* ROUSSEEUW, P., Silhouettes: A graphical aid to the interpretation and validation of 
cluster analysis. 
* SPIJKER, M., KRAAIJEVANGER, J.F. and LENFERINK, H.W., Stepsize restrictions for 
stability in numerical solution of ordinary and partial differential equations. 
TANABE, K., A parallel algorithm for determining all the zeros of a complex polynomial and 
its acceleration in the case of multiple zeros. 
* ZLATEV, Z., A survey of the advances in the exploitation of the sparsity in the solution of 
large problems. 
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